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Scientific Programme

13:30  Open doors and Welcome

14:00  A gentleman with progressive somato-sensitive symptoms and dyspnea
       Case presentation Lugano
       Dr Davide Sparasci

14:30  Colpencephaly – on puzzling greek caves apart from Plato’s allegory
       Case presentation Bern
       Dr Michael Oberholzer

15:00  A treatment for spells, jerks and forgetfulness
       Case presentation Lausanne
       Dr Andria Tziakouri

15:30  Break

16:00  Cruising through confusion
       Case presentation Lugano
       Dr Chiara Desperati

16:30  Salt, pepper and other ingredients – a spicy case
       Case presentation Bern
       Drs Marie-Louise Aicher and Alexander Maurer

17:00  Doctor, I can’t look up!
       Case presentation Lausanne
       Dr Julien Bally

17:30  Closing remarks and farewell

Social event
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